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EDOUARD PHILIPPE PM FAILED TO CONVINCE BY HIS PROPOSAL OF PENSION
REFORM AT CESE
CFDT & UNSA POLICE UNION JOIN STRIKE 

Paris, Washington DC, 12.12.2019, 02:37 Time

USPA NEWS - After several days of strikes and major demonstrations across France against the pension reform project, the Prime
Minister's announcements were eagerly awaited. Indeed, Edouard Philippe who had warned yesterday at the National Assembly in
answering the parliamentarians not to "expect magic proposals », failed today in convincing the union, to stop the Big strike,as they
promise to continue their strike, and a t least two big demonstrations planned on 12th and 17th December .
Today at noon, at the CESE, Economic and Social Council, the PM, Edouard Philippe, explained, for nearly an Hour, the new format of
the pension reform providing for a universal regime that would replace the current system included 42 special regimes in read the
general scheme: "Universal, it wants the same for everyone. Without exception. In the universal pension system, elected officials and
ministers will be treated exactly like all French people. » Introduced the PM.

The CGT Union, meanwhile continues the strike movement by calling to dismantle a large demonstration next December 12 and 17.
The CGT explains and argues following the announcement of the PM, Edouard Philippe, determines on his side presented his bill on
January 22, 2020, to the Council of Ministers before having it adopted by the National Assembly for “a fairer retirement and social and
that there will be neither winner nor loser "" Born before 1975, do you think you are not concerned by the pension reform? This is not
true: you will have to work longer. CGT responds with its slogan “All losers and the Youth sacrificed“� with this retirement reform. The
CGT Union goes further, published a press release unit following the announcements of the PM, Edouard Philippe titled "More than
ever strengthen the mobilization".-----------------------------
REVERSE EFFECT IN UNIONS GETIING MORE AND MORE UNITED The announcement of measures for the Pension Reform
Project failed to convince. It is therefore the opposite effect, because the government hoped that the unionists would fragment and
dissociate each other, after the adjustments of last weekend. The opposite has occurred, and even the anger on the side of trade
unionists has grown even bigger. The Unit Communique is signed by all of the following unions: CGT, CFECGC, FO, FSU,
SOLIDAIRES, FIDL, MNL, UNEF, UNL.
THE POLITICAL OPPOSITION THAT IS EXTREME RIGHT AND LEFT IS STRONG-----------------------------------------
French citizens, by cross polls, believe that: Despite the paralysis of France by the Greek transport, According to a Harris Interactive
poll, more than two thirds of those who take public transport to go to the office are behind the strikers. That is 68% of support for the
strike.Concerning the political opposition, namely the extreme Left of Jean Luc Mélenchon (LFI) and Extreme Gauche (RN) of Marine
Le Pen, 80% of their respective voters are opposed to the reform and are opposed to the power in place more globally. Knowing that
Marine Le Pen, asks President Macron to let "the people express themselves democratically by referendum"

EDOUARD PHILIPPE PM, ANNOUNCES THAT ONLY THOSE BORN AFTER 1975 WILL BE CONCERNED BY THE
REFORM-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"I present the Government's plan for the establishment of the universal pension system. I say this, with determination and respect for
the trade unions, for the workers who adhere to them and for those who do not adhere to them: the time of the universal system has
come, that of special regimes is coming to an end. "A explains Edward Philippe the PM, during his announcement of the pension
reform bill, which provoked a standoff with the French unions, to the point of paralyzing France by a so-called" unlimited "strike having
started since the 5th Last December. His intervention lasted almost an hour.
"The first principle is that of universality. The 1945 system was built according to a logic of statutes which took account of history and
constraints specific to certain trades. It has evolved since. But it still works according to this logic. A logic that could be understood
about sixty years ago, but which no longer corresponds to reality at all "recalled the PM, Edouard
Philippe.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
“The second principle is that of responsibility. Previous Governments have taken sometimes courageous and still unpopular measures
to maintain the financial equilibrium of the system. These measures have each time solved part of the problem. Which is far from
negligible. But they gave the feeling of healing without really healing.--------------------------------------------
Our system has not really adapted to demographic changes. There were 4 assets for 1 retiree in 1960. They were 2 active for 1 retiree
in the year 2000. And we will count 1.5 assets for 1 retiree in 2040.The system, for the time being, is not far from balance. Should we



deduce that nothing should be done? I do not believe that. Because the retirements will remain very numerous in the years to come
and everything suggests that this deficit will strongly deteriorate. "Continues Edouard Philippe "The third principle, which is a challenge
for all of us, is that of trust. Confidence between generations:
- More and more young people think that they will never benefit from a real retirement. However, the less confidence they have in the
system, the less they will agree to contribute. This is not the case today. But there is no indication that it will always be the same
tomorrow. Let us remember that the yellow vests crisis was also a tax consent crisis. "Said the PM, Edouard Philippe."We will ensure
that the level of retirement pensions for teachers is guaranteed by progressively upgrading their general salaries. "Edouard Philippe
PM announced yesterday to Parliamentarians during the session of question to the government in the National Assembly.

MINISTERS WHO FAILED IN CONVINCING ON TV SHOWS ON THE PENSION REFORM FACING EXPERIENCED
UNIONISTS--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Today, the proposals presented today which propose the establishment of a universal points system - the value of which will be fixed
by the social partners, making forecast on the amount of future pension impossible. The reform also provides for the abolition of 42 so-
called "special" regimes and the establishment of a pivotal age at 64 and a bonus-malus system from 2027. Only those born after 1975
will be affected by this reform. There is also a minimum retirement pension of € 1000 floor. AND as for police, gendarmes and pumps,
they will be entitled to derogations. The Ministers of National Education, Jean Michel Blanquer, have trouble convincing on the TV
channel, BFM TV, with the journalist Ruth Elkrieff and Bruce Toussaint, who have their title debate "Greve Stop or Encore" ... ..
Secretary D 'State with legality Men-Women Marlene Shciappa as for it far from convincing on another chain Tv, LCI, where the
debate is also around the consequences of the announcement of the PM on the reform of the retirement.
of Transport Jean Baptiste Djebbari, who was knocked out to him by a young railwayman Anasse, on the set TV show of "Balance ton
Post", on TV C8, animated by Cyril Hanouna one of the perverse animators of the French ... and the most popular . The railwayman
Anasse, perfectly mastering the subject of the retreat and brandishing the report of 132 pages of Jean Paul Delevoye, High
Commissioner for the Reform of the Retreat, accuses the Secretary of State for Transport Jean Baptiste Djebbari of "lying and books
of fake news ", without forgetting to report that Mr. Delevoye receives 4 accumulated retirements of Ex-MP, Ex-senator, Ex Minister
and Ex Private salary, in addition to his current salary of more than 10,135 € monthly .... since the 18 months that he was appointed to
the government. The public applauds and comforts the union member in his plea ... At his side, a young woman, (Anonymus) police, a
firefighter and another union member from SNCF ... determined to continue the strike even for a necessary mold, namely "As long as
this pension reform is not withdrawn by the government "

JP DELEVOYE FORCED TO RESIGN FROM IFPASS FOLLOWING REVELATION OF INTEREST CONFLICT WITH
INSURANCE--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Jean Paul Delevoye had to resign yesterday from the presidency of a think tank (Ifpass, the training institute of the insurance
profession), where he was paid 5,300 euros per month, Jean-Paul Delevoye. This case was revealed two days ago by the Journal Le
Parisien. He announced to CheckNews that he will refund all monies collected. This combination of a professional activity and a
position in government was contrary to the Constitution. Indeed, Jean Paul is the High Commissioner for Pensions, and has resigned
in recent days from several positions he held in the private sector, for obvious reasons of conflict of interest.
CFDT "HERE" IN RETREAT OF THE GOVERNMNT'S FLEXIBLE EXPANSION STRIKE CALLED FOR THE STRIKE TOO The
CFDT, the largest union in France, had stood aside and had not participated in the General strike that began last December 5 (So far
the unions, CGT, FO, FSU, SUD RAIL, had launches the strike). But tonight, on the 11th of December, since the announcement of
Prime Minister Edouard Philippe of his new Retirement Reform Plan, at midday, at CESE 9 Economic and Social Council), Laurent
Berger, the Secretary General of the CFTD has called for Go on strike and mobilize next week because he believes that Edouard
Philippe has "crossed the red line" with the body of the fixed pivot age at 64“¦
So that the government renounces all age measures and reopens discussions for a truly fair universal pension system, the CFDT calls
on all workers to mobilize on December 17!

THE POLICE ALSO JOINS THE STRIKE WITH UNSA & ALLIANCE THE UNIONS OF POLICE----------------------------
On December 11, 2019 activists of ALLIANCE, UNSA Police and other unions gathered in front of the EESC in PARIS, actions were
held in all police services, CRS companies could not provide their services for lack of staff ... ALLIANCE and UNSA Police have
announced their demands to be quickly received to assert their claims ... ALLIANCE and UNSA Police will be received on Thursday
December 12 at 3:30 p.m. in BEAUVAU by Christophe Castaner Minister of the Interior, Laurent Nunez State Secretary, Jean-Paul
Delevoye, High Commissioner for Pensions and Mr. Eric JALON, Home Affairs Advisor to the Prime Minister ... Our unions demand
clear answers and concrete commitments on our demands: “¢ STATUS SPECIAL FOR EVERYONE “¢ MAINTAIN BONUSES 1/5 “¢



GIVE UP OF THE MISSIONAL ASPECT! MOBILIZATION CONTINUES! MAINTAIN PRESSURE on THURSDAY, December 12,
2019! Our pensions depend on it! Source : Alliance Police, UNSA
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